LESSON 1

ADAM AND EVE
Action Verse

Psalm 36:5
The Action Bible
Reference

pages 17–23
The Action Storybook
Bible Reference

pages 13–22
Action Word

LOVE
TAKE ACTION!
(20–25 minutes)
Large Group: Introduction

Welcome and Praise (15 minutes)

Supplies
»»“It’s All in the Bible” theme song (see Resources)
»»praise music
»»optional: The Action Bible Remixed (see theactionbible.com/vbs)
»»optional: small instruments, 1 per child or several for children to share
Action Set Up
Cue music.

Gather the children together. Welcome, friends! Introduce yourself. I am so glad
you are all here. Each time we gather together, we are going to learn about new
friends from the Bible. Today we are going to learn about Adam and Eve and
God’s pure LOVE for us. Before we begin, let’s praise God together with some
special music! Pass out instruments and lead the children in praise time.

45CREW

Welcome the Action Crew as they arrive and sit among the children. Lead by example
by participating and encourage the younger children to sing along.
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Hear the Story

(10 minutes)
Supplies
»»Adam and Eve image (see Resources)
»»Action Word image, LOVE (see Resources)
»»Adam and Eve video clip (see Resources)
»»Action Verse image, Psalm 36:5 (see Resources)
Action Set Up
Cue Action Word and Action Verse images and Adam and Eve video clip.

Invite the children to sit down as a group on the floor. Praising God together is
such a wonderful way to start our time. God loves us all so much and wants us
to learn about Him. Explain that one way to learn about God is through the Bible.
Who can tell me what the Bible is? Interact with responses. The Bible is God’s
big story He gave to us. The Bible tells us all about God and about many of
the wonderful people who are part of His story, just like you and me! Today we
are going to start at the very beginning of the Bible and learn about two very
special people. Cue Adam and Eve image. In fact, they were the first two people
ever created by God. Who can tell me their names? Allow time for responses.
Yes, their names were Adam and Eve. God loved Adam and Eve just like He
loves you and me. Cue Action Word image of LOVE. Let’s watch this short video
and learn more about their story. Play video clip.

45CREW

Continue to sit among the children and encourage participation.

TIME TO ACT (20–25 minutes)
Small Group: Bible Story

Mask Interaction

Supplies
»»Adam Mask (see Resources)
»»Eve Mask (see Resources)
»»paint stirrers (2)
»»strong, clear tape

{{Prepare Ahead
Attach a paint stirrer to the back of each mask with clear tape. Make additional
copies of the SCRIPT (provided with the resources) according to your needs.
Hold up the masks and explain to the children that they are going to act out the
story of Adam and Eve, with a little assistance. Each time we are together, our
friends in kindergarten through third grade will be our Action Crew. They will
come together to act out a story from the Bible. We will use these masks and
a few simple items, called props, to share the story. Share that the students in
grades four and five are the 45 Crew. The 45 Crew is very important. Each day
they work together to make sure the story is told well by helping the Action
Crew and me. Ask the 45 Crew to stand and move to the side of the area to
prepare the masks and props.

45CREW

During this part of the lesson, it is your responsibility to assist the Action Crew
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in sharing the Bible story of the day. You may need to stand with or kneel next to
Action Crew members who may be unsure of their roles. Other responsibilities
may be to prompt or whisper the lines of the scripts to Action Crew members, who
will then recite them to the audience, pass props, and encourage the Action Crew.
Choose eight volunteers from the Action Crew to be the main participants in today’s
lesson. You will need to choose five Narrators (with strong reading skills), an Adam,
an Eve, and a Tree. Reassure the children that they will take turns each day so
everyone will have a turn. Note: The masks are meant to be held in front of the face
to represent that person.

SCRIPT
Invite all Narrators to stand together on the front side of the stage area.
Narrator 1: In the beginning, there was nothing—except God. Then
God created everything in the universe.
Narrator 2: He created light and the earth, as well as all the plants,
animals, oceans, fish, stars, and the sun.
Narrator 3: God was happy with His creation and knew it was
good. Then, God made a man and a woman in His own image.
Adam and Eve walk to center of stage area, holding their masks in
front of their faces.
Narrator 4: God created Adam and Eve and gave them the
responsibility to take care of His special garden, the garden of
Eden.
Narrator 5: God created them to live forever and walk with Him as
they cared for all of God’s creation.
Narrator 1: God told Adam and Eve they could eat from every tree
in the garden, except for one. They could not eat from the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil.
The Tree walks onstage and holds up arms as branches.
Adam and Eve walk slowly as they look at pretend things in the garden
of Eden.
Eve (pointing to the sky): Look at this beautiful bird!
Adam: God is so good! He has given us everything we need.
Eve (pointing to tree): Yes, but we cannot eat from the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil.
Adam (nodding his head): That’s right. It is forbidden!
Both Adam and Eve stare at pretend fruit on tree.
Narrator 2: Satan, in the form of a serpent, tempted Eve.
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Eve picks pretend fruit and takes a pretend bite.
Narrator 3: The serpent told Eve she would be just like God if
she ate the fruit. Eve took a bite and handed it to Adam, who
also ate the forbidden fruit. Adam and Eve disobeyed God!
Tree lowers arms and walks offstage.
Narrator 4: After they ate the fruit, God came to them in the
garden. And when God called out to them, Adam and Eve hid
because they disobeyed God. Because of their sin, Adam and
Eve had to leave the garden and could never go back.
Adam and Eve, heads bowed down, walk out of the garden slowly.
Adam: An angel with a sword is blocking the entrance to the
garden. We can never go back!
Eve: What will we do?
Narrator 5: Adam and Eve left the garden to begin a new life.
Even though they made a big mistake, God still loved Adam and
Eve very much. In fact, God’s love is so deep that He promised
one day to send a Savior for His people. That Savior is Jesus!

All eight volunteers come front and center and bow for their audience.

45CREW

Collect the masks.
Encourage applause and thank the volunteers for participating.
{{Advanced Action
This is another, more detailed, option for the children to interact with the story.
Costumes: Bible-time robe for Narrator, gloves with artificial leaves pinned on
for Tree
Props: exotic piece of fruit, plants, trees, etc.; spotlight (can be as simple as
large flashlights pointed at actors by the 45 Crew, or an actual spotlight)
Set: Hang large pictures of various animals, plants, etc. around the stage area.
Use the costumes, props, set, and lighting to enhance your production. Make sure
any lights are aimed at the Action Crew’s bodies not their faces. The 45 Crew can
work with the Action Crew for a quick rehearsal while the audience discusses what
things God created (all things!).
Depending on the size of the Action Crew, consider creating two or three groups
of volunteers to involve more children in acting out the story. You might also want
to assign the children not given a specific role the chance to be different animals
in the garden. For example, you may choose three children to act as elephants
with long trunks to quietly roam the garden, or a group of children might be gentle
birds flying through the garden. Consider allowing the children to select their own
animals and discuss how they can quietly interact with the story.
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